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News of faculty, staff, students, and alumni

Norman Amundson

Norm Bolen

Dwight Newman

The Alumni Crowning Achievement Award selection committee met recently to determine the 2008
award recipients … of the eight recipients, three are from our Faculty … the awards celebration will take
place on 13 November … the Lifetime Achievement Award will be given to Norman Amundson, BA
Hons '70, the Award for Distinguished Professional Achievement to Norm Bolen, BA Distinction '69,
and the Outstanding Young Alumni Award to Dwight Newman BA '96 … Dr Amundson is a
distinguished professor in the Department of Educational and Counselling Psychology, Faculty of
Education, at UBC … Mr Bolen recently retired from the position of Executive Vice President,
Content for Alliance Atlantis Communications, where he had overall programming responsibility for
thirteen Canadian specialty networks: Showcase, History Television, Life Network, HGTV, Food
Network Canada, BBC Canada, BBC Kids, Discovery Health Channel, National Geographic Channel,
Independent Film Channel, Showcase Action, Showcase Diva and Fine Living Television … Dr
Newman, who went to Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar after his 1996 BA in economics at Regina, is now
associate dean of the College of Law at the University of Saskatchewan …
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Our colleagues in ECON are busy with an impressive range of scholarly and public service activities …
Dr Marion Jones (ECON) has been awarded a grant from SSHRC’s Aid to Research Workshops and
Conferences fund, in support of the conference “The Right Policy for China’s Continued
Development,” to be held on campus from 20-22 August … the conference themes include health care,
population health, energy, environment, agriculture and food security … some months ago newlyappointed member John Wright (ECON) (pictured at right) was asked by Industry Canada to assist in
the development and advancement of the business case for the Mackenzie Valley Natural
Gas Project, a proposed 1200-kilometer pipeline running from Inuvik to northern Alberta
… he has now been appointed as Assistant Deputy Minister, Public Affairs, Industry
Canada, for a period concluding in November … Mr Wright comes to the Department of
Economics with an impressive range of senior government experience, including tenures as
Deputy Minister of Finance and Deputy Minister of Health with the Government of Saskatchewan,
President and CEO of Saskatchewan Government Insurance, President of the Crown Investments
Corporation, and President and CEO of SaskPower … with co-author Dr Murray Fulton (USask), Dr
Monika Cule (ECON) presented the paper “Does Corruption Affect Public Investment in
Agricultural R&D in Developing Countries? An Empirical Investigation” at the 2008 Annual
Conference of the Canadian Agricultural Economics Society – Northeastern Agricultural and Resource
Economics Association, Quebec City, 29 June – 2 July … at the same conference
newly-appointed faculty member Victoriya Galushko (ECON) (pictured at left)
presented the paper “Intellectual Property Protection in Canadian Agriculture: a
Shift to the Tragedy of Anticommons?” … at UBC during the Canadian Economics
Association Annual Conference from 6-8 June, Dr Richard Martin (ECON)
presented the paper “The effect of researcher scrutiny on donation behaviour” …
Dr Martin also presented “How Sunday, price, and social norms influence donation
behaviour,” at the meeting of International Economic Science Association held at
Caltech from 27-29 June … an article Dr Martin has co-authored with John Randal,
“How is donation behaviour affected by the donations of others?,” has been published in the Journal of
Economic Behaviour and Organization (67/1 (July 2008), 228-238) … one of Dr Martin’s honours students,
Bryce Morsky, has been accepted into the MSc program in mathematics at the University of Guelph …
Dr Stuart Wilson (Head, ECON) presented the paper “Child-rearing and wealth in Canada,” at the
2008 meetings of the Western Economic Association International, in Waikiki, Hawaii, 29 June – 3 July.
On 23 July Justice Studies student Yolanda Hansen (pictured at right),
co-ordinator of the Faculty’s Community Research Unit, successfully
defended her MA dissertation, “Food and Social Justice in Saskatchewan:
Community Gardens as a Local Practice of Food Sovereignty” …
supervisor was Dr Annette Desmarais (JS) … on 30 June SOC/SOST
graduate student Juan Jose Guzman successfully defend his PhD
dissertation entitled “Measuring Job Performance Associated to the Direct Effect of the Global Context
(The Emergence of the Job-Context Model)” … co-supervisors were Dr Harry (Polo) Diaz
(SOC/SOST) and Dr Hiroaki Izumi (Adjunct in SOC/SOST); committee members were Professor
Emeritus Paul Gingrich (SOC/SOST); Dr Murray Knuttila (SOC/SOST); Dr David Miller
(Indigenous Studies, FNUniv); and Dr Randy Widdis (GEOG) … Dr Henry Chow
(SOC/SOST) was awarded a research grant of $15,000 (2008-2010) by the Prairie Metropolis Centre
for a project entitled “Canadian Citizenship, Immigration, and Multiculturalism: A Survey of PostSecondary Students in Saskatchewan” … the project will explore the attitudes of both immigrants and
non-immigrants towards immigration and multiculturalism… CIHR has awarded a 2-year postdoc for
Tracie Affifi (currently at U of Manitoba) to continue PTSD NET behavioural genetic work under the
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supervision of Dr Gordon Asmundson (PSYC) … Dr Richard MacLennan (PSYC) presented a
paper on “Research and Analyses for Bias-Free Policing” at the annual convention of the Canadian
Psychological Association in Halifax, NS on 12 June …
Baylor University Press has published Herodotus and the Philosophy of Empire by Dr
Ann Ward (PHIL/Campion) … reviewing the book, the LSE’s Janet Coleman
calls it “a lucid, learned and creative reading of Herodotus’ comparative analyses of
Egyptian, Scythian, Persian, and Spartan regimes. This book will inspire not only a
return to Herodotus’ text, but also a reflection on contemporary American debates
on ‘human imperialism' and pragmatic security”… information is available at
http://www.baylor.edu/baylorpress/index.php?id=25827&Book_ID=170 … the University
of Manitoba Press will shortly publish For All We Have And Are: Regina and the
Experience of the Great War by Dr James Pitsula (HIST) ... the volume, which is
the second book by Pitsula to appear this year, has been warmly received by critics
such as Desmond Morton, emeritus of McGill (“Pitsula’s multi-faceted approach sets a
high standard … and should be welcomed as a model”) and Tim Cook of the Canadian War Museum
(“this is a very fine book that fills an important gap in the historiography of the West”)
… more information on this publication is available from the University of Manitoba
Press at http://www.umanitoba.ca/uofmpress/books/9780887557088.html ... Pitsula (pictured at
right) has also contributed a chapter to another volume forthcoming at the same time
and from the same press: Perspectives on Saskatchewan, edited by Jene M Porter …
Pictured here (l-r) are Dr Peter Graf of UBC, Dr Thomas Hadjistavropoulos (PSYC/Centre on
Aging and Health) and Dr Steven Pinker of Harvard University … the three presented a symposium
on the integration of science with psychological
application at the Canadian Psychological
Association’s June meetings in Halifax … as
immediate past president of the CPA,
Hadjistavropoulos is now president of the CPA
Foundation, which is the CPA’s charitable arm …
the following activities and accomplishments are
reported by colleagues in the Department of
Indian Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics
at FNUniv … Margaret Cote and Lynn Cote
taught Saulteaux immersion at the Cote First
Nation Culture Camp at Duck Mountain Provincial
Park from 10 to 14 August … Solomon Ratt taught the combined undergraduate and graduate course
EDEL 495/595 “Developing Classroom Materials and Curriculum for Indigenous Languages” as part
of the Canadian Indigenous Languages and Literacy Development Institute (CILLDI) at the University
of Alberta during the July summer session … Dr Jan van Eijk has recently published several Lillooet
stories in translation (pp. 244-248 and 305-306 respectively) in the collection Salish Myths and Legends: One
People's Stories, edited by Thompson and Egesdal and published by the University of Nebraska Press …
more information on the volume is available from the publisher’s website at
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Salish-Myths-and-Legends,673407.aspx … together with his wife Dr
Jean Okimasis, Arok Wolvengrey has co-authored “How to Spell it in Cree,” a guide to the standard
Cree alphabet and spelling system … This work, released last week by emerging local publisher miywâsin
ink, is meant as a teaching text and a reference for Cree language professionals throughout western
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CIHR funds Café scientifique
In December at Chapters Bookstore, Southland Mall, the Canadian Institutes of Health Research will
fund a free public roundtable discussion to be co-hosted by the University of Regina and the
Saskatchewan Health Research Foundation. This café scientifique, entitled “I Can’t Tell You How Much
This Hurts Me,” will focus on the challenges of helping those who experience pain but are unable to use
language to communicate, such as infants, people with intellectual disabilities and people with dementia.
The event will feature two of Canada’s foremost experts on the treatment of pain, Dr Thomas
Hadjistavropoulos (PSYC/Centre on Aging and Health) and Dr Kenneth Craig, emeritus
professor of psychology at UBC.

Timing for upcoming SSHRC competitions
With the deadline for the next SSHRC Standard Research Grants competition just around the corner
(15 October), it’s time for faculty members interested in applying to get their applications ready for
review. Applicants are strongly encouraged to take advantage of the internal review process
administered by the Office of Research Services; to do so, submit your application to ORS by 3
September. Please note that all SSHRC SRG applications must be submitted to ORS by 1 October for
technical review in order to receive University sign-off.
If you plan to apply to SSRHC this Fall, please notify Lynn Wells, Associate Dean (Research and
Graduate) (tel. 4300; email lynn.wells@uregina.ca) if you haven't done so already. Feel free to contact
Lynn with any questions you may have about the review process. More information about the SRG and
other upcoming SSHRC competitions is available on the ORS website at
http://www.uregina.ca/research/internal_review.shtml or from Jocelyn Crivea at jocelyn.crivea@uregina.ca.

Dean’s Research Awards winners
There were four successful applications to the Dean’s Research Awards competition held in July:
o Patricia Elliott (JRN)—Professor Elliott’s project, “Make it Reel: Accessing Inner City
Drug Use Reality,” is part of a multidisciplinary research/community action project intended
to articulate the everyday realities of injection drug users, inner city residents and justice
system workers, in their own words. The award will be used to produce a DVD based on
the 20 hours of raw video already shot in which people discuss their use of injection drugs,
their life experiences and their hopes and dreams for the future. The DVD will be included
in a user-friendly community action kit that draws on the voices of project participants,
providing a catalyst for discussion and community-based social change.
o Dr Lynn Loutzenhiser (PSYC)—In her project “Parents’ Experience of Night Waking in
Infants and Toddlers,” Dr Loutzenhiser will conduct a study that will provide detailed
information about how parents manage normal infant and toddler sleep patterns, particularly
night-waking. The study will employ a large-scale internet-based survey of approximately
1,000 parents, of whom a smaller group will be asked to participate in more in-depth
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interviews. The results of the study will be presented at the Father Involvement Research
Conference in Toronto in October, and will be published in Today’s Parent magazine as well
as in academic journals.
o Dr Richard Martin (ECON)—Dr Martin's project, “Stakes and feedback in a strictly
competitive game,” will develop a web-based experiment studying the effect that having
“real stakes” (that is, one in which there are real consequences for the choices one makes)
has on congestion games. One possible application of Dr Martin's research will be to
perform a field experiment at large ski resorts, which use light boards to provide information
about how busy various lifts are in order to prevent congestion. Dr Martin hypothesizes
that this information may in fact lead to herding rather than to smoother operations.
o Dr Nicholas Ruddick (ENGL)—Dr Ruddick’s award will be used to assist with the
publication of his forthcoming book, The Fire in the Stone: Prehistoric Fiction from Charles Darwin
to Jean M. Auel, to be published next March by Wesleyan University Press. Fire in the Stone will
be Dr Ruddick’s eighth book.

Student recruitment newsletter
The University’s Student Recruitment Office produces a monthly newsletter that is sent out to high
school guidance counselors. The Arts Student Services Office would like to add to this bulletin notices
of any public talks being sponsored by the Faculty. This will give guidance counselors a better idea of
the kinds of questions that get investigated in a Faculty of Arts and so of the fit between their students’
interests and what we have to offer. Department and program heads in Arts are kindly requested,
accordingly, to inform Diane Mullan (diane.mullan@uregina.ca) of any upcoming public talks and to
do so as far ahead of the event as possible.

Staffing changes in the Arts Student Services Office
Rebecca Sparvier has joined the front counter team, bringing with her several years of administrative
experience at First Nations University of Canada. She is replacing Christine Brown, who graduated in
June with her BA Hons and is now pursuing an MA in economics at Carleton University, SSHRC
master’s scholarship in hand. Thanks as well to Teale Orban for back-filling, on very short notice,
between Christine’s departure and Rebecca’s arrival.
Jessica Jakubowski will be starting a half-time position in the fall. This comes on the heels of two
successive, and successful, co-op work-term placements in our office.

“Alternative reading week” planned for February 2009
The Faculty is developing a short-term community service-learning program for Arts undergraduate
students at the University of Regina, to be held during our Reading Week, 17-20 February 2009. The
week will be organized around the three components of learning, action and reflection. Students will
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provide service to community-based organizations in Regina for a portion of every day during Reading
Week, and participate in facilitated reflection and learning opportunities. Students will be able to apply
to the program as interested individuals or as students registered in participating classes.
Community service-learning is a way of incorporating volunteering or service in the community into
intentional learning activities. Based on the theory of experiential education, community servicelearning (CSL) offers students opportunities to connect real-life experiences with classroom theories and
develop critical thinking, reflective and leadership skills while providing beneficial service to the
community. This experience will also help students build relationships with community organizations in
Regina and their fellow Arts students, and develop a sense of social justice and responsibility.
If you know of any faculty members who might be interested in incorporating this community servicelearning experience into their Winter 2009 courses, or any students who might wish to participate, please
contact Yolanda Hansen at the Community Research Unit for more information
(yolanda.hansen@uregina.ca or 585.4084).

“Today’s Major Assignment: Fix Aboriginal Education Gap”
The following article is by Norman Riddell, executive director of the Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation.
It appeared in the Leader-Post’s 18 August 2008 edition (page B8) as an editorial.

“

The latest snapshot provided by the 2006 census reveals the good news and the bad news
about post-secondary education for aboriginal peoples in Canada. The good news: the number
of aboriginal university graduates grew from 26,300 in 2001 to 42,900 in 2006. The bad news:
the graduation rate of other Canadians rose even faster.
This means that the education gap separating aboriginal youth and their non-aboriginal peers
is growing, and it is growing at a time when a post-secondary education is becoming ever more
important for both individual and community prosperity and quality of life.
The progress made in recent years is clearly not enough; we must do better. Certainly, more
financial assistance for aboriginal students is part of the answer. Studies have shown that First Nations
youth on reserves cite financial issues as the most important impediment to their further education.
Since 2005, the Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation has helped address this by providing an
additional $3 million in bursaries to more than 1,500 aboriginal students in Saskatchewan through the
Millennium Aboriginal Access Bursaries.
On their own, however, programs such as these will not encourage sufficient numbers of
aboriginal youth to enter post-secondary education for two simple reasons: first, these youth lack
adequate information about what funding is available to them; second, they are more reluctant to apply
for loan-based financial assistance.
A new report on First Nations youth and student financial aid, commissioned by the Canada
Millennium Scholarship Foundation [see note on page 4 regarding Dr Blair Stonechild], shows why
more financial assistance for aboriginal students represents only a very small part of the effort required
to narrow the education gap. With the exception of band funding, which was often identified as
insufficient or unavailable, the study shows that many First Nations youth do not have enough reliable
information about different sources of financial support to purse higher education. Without this
information, prospective students who do not end up receiving enough band funding are left without a
“plan B.”
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There are many reasons why First Nations students end up less connected to information
and guidance networks than their non-First Nations peers. They have fewer friends and family members
who have entered college or university before them. Many live on reserves, at a distance from colleges
or universities. They are more likely to have already spent one or more years out of high school and so
no longer have access to in-school counsellors. Many also simply assume that they do not qualify for
available forms of financial aid and are more reluctant to ask questions of college or university staff.
In addition, First Nations students who become aware of financial assistance programs tend
to view student loans as too risky. They are less confident about their ability to complete their programs
and repay their loans. They are very concerned that student debt will adversely affect their ability to
support their families financially after graduation (First Nations students are more likely than nonFirst
Nations students to have dependent children while in post-secondary education). They are also less sure
that the jobs and salaries available to them after graduation will be sufficient to enable them to repay
their loans.
These findings support the views held by many education advocates: financial aid programs
must be complemented by community and institution-based face-to-face guidance and outreach
initiatives to better inform First Nations youth and raise their level of trust and confidence. Suggested
approaches include: more face-to-face, personal contact with youth; better information and training for
high school teachers and counsellors and for college, university and First Nations education counsellors;
required courses on career and education planning as part of the secondary school curriculum; using
First Nations role models to deliver information; designing information and promotional materials
specifically for First Nations youth; more funding and support to increase Internet access to First
Nations communities.
More bursaries and scholarships for First Nations students that do not require them to take
a student loan may also encourage more First Nations youth to access post-secondary education.
The apology made on July 11 in Parliament by the Government of Canada on behalf of the
country for the injustice of residential schools provides a starting point for a renewed commitment to
narrowing the education gap. Governments, schools, colleges and universities, First Nations
organizations and community groups can all be part of the solution if they work face-to-face with First
Nations youth to ease their transition into post-secondary education and beyond.”

Update on renovations to AH 3/4 and CL 3
Arts faculty members and staff with offices on the 3rd and 4th floors of the AH building and on the 3rd
floor of the CL building have experienced a fair amount of noise and disruption over the summer
months as extensive renovations to the buildings continue. At the same time, the Faculty of Arts has
replaced much of the office furniture in faculty offices, and has upgraded the monitors used by faculty
and staff.
In operations of this scale, inevitably there are problems and delays. A sprinkler line break in the
southwest corner of AH 4 on the afternoon of Wednesday 13 August led to some water damage to
several offices in the Department of International Languages, and a minor amount of seepage in a
classroom on AH 3. Contractors worked quickly with staff from Facilities Management to clean up the
water, dry out carpets, and bring the offices back into use as quickly as possible.
As of Monday afternoon 18 August, here in point form is where we are (bear in mind that things can
change rapidly and some spaces are likely not to be ready for the first week of Fall term):
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o Facilities Management has advised that, in order to replace flow valves to further conserve
resources, there will be a water shutdown in the Classroom Building running from 9:00 a.m.
to 11:00 a.m. every day between Monday 18 August and Thursday 21 August.
o In the Administration-Humanities Building, upgrades to the offices on the 3rd and 4th
floors are near completion. A small amount of work is still to be done in a few offices. Work is
still in progress in the hallways (in the ceilings) and fire guards are being mounted in the building
as well as other upgrades of the fire alarm system. All the affected department offices
o In the Classroom Building, the classrooms and map library on the 3rd floor will be completed
this week. New whiteboards and blackboards are being installed and the smart room wiring and
console should be completed by the middle of next week. The offices on the north side (ANTH)
may be ready for occupancy by the end of this week or early next week. Most of the flooring has
been completed on the south and east sides. The faculty offices on the south side may be ready
for installation of new furniture on 28 or 29 August, though this has yet to be confirmed. As
teaching spaces and faculty offices have been given first priority, we are unsure whether the
Department offices will be completed at the same time. The last priority is the student and
research rooms and the lounge; these may only be completed at the beginning of September.
o The general contractor has been very accommodating but is restricted by the limitations of the
various sub-trades, who are all also very busy outside the University.
Almost without exception, Arts faculty and staff have borne the noise and disruption patiently. We ask
for your continued patience during the next few weeks as renovations are completed. We owe thanks to
a large number of people at the center of these operations. Chief among them are Rose-Marie
Bouvier, Faculty Administrator, and Gina Holm, Dean’s Office staff member. Julia Hartman, who
having graduated in June with her BA in German and psychology is one of our newest alumnæ, has
provided invaluable assistance throughout the summer months with office moves, set-up of new
furniture, and general assistance in this very busy period.
As mentioned earlier, if some renovations to individual faculty offices are not completed by the
beginning of the Fall term, temporary office space will be made available to those affected. If there are
any concerns or requirements, please do not hesitate to contact Rose-Marie at 4150 (rosemarie.bouvier@uregina.ca).

Calendar:
upcoming events and deadlines in the Faculty of Arts
Date

Time

Place

Event or deadline
AUGUST 2008

Monday 25
Wednesday 27
Thursday 28

All day
2:30
1:45

Various
TBA
LI 215

Orientation for new faculty members
Dean’s Executive Committee meeting (to be confirmed)
Faculty of Arts first-year orientation for students

SEPTEMBER 2008
Monday 1
Tuesday 2

University closed
Classes begin in the 2009 Fall term
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Thursday 4
Friday 5
Thursday 11

3:30
7:30

Friday 12
Wednesday 17

1:00
2:30

Thursday 25

7:30

Friday 26

8:00

University Celebration Day
Faculty Commencement Celebration
Coffee House Controversies: 2008-09 season begins
Jim Mulvale (JS) on guaranteed income for all
Orientation for Chairs of academic recruitment committees
Faculty Council: first meeting for 2008-09
Coffee House Controversies -- Allison Fizzard
(Campion/HIST) on Mary Boleyn and her Tudor connections
Law Foundation Chair in Police Studies Annual Lecture—speaker:
Commissioner William Elliott, RCMP
Dean’s Executive Committee retreat:
budget, academic recruitments, planning, space allocation

TBA
Chapters
Southland Mall
CL 427
CK 191
Chapters
Southland Mall
TBA

Sunday 28/
Monday 29

OCTOBER 2008
by
Wednesday 1

Dean’s Office

by
Wednesday 1
Thursday 9

4:00

Thursday 9

7:30

Office of Research
Services
LBA New Lecture
Theatre
Chapters
Southland Mall

Monday 13
Wednesday 15

12
noon

Wednesday 15

2:30

Friday 17
Saturday 18

1:00

Thursday 23

7:30

Academic Green
NR 210.7
AH 527
Conexus Arts Centre
Chapters
Southland Mall

Applications (reviewed and signed by Department Head) are due in
the Dean’s Office for sabbaticals intended to commence in July
2009 or January 2010. See Article 16.7 of the Collective Agreement.
SSHRC Standard Research Grant applications due (see note
elsewhere in this Bulletin for more information)
SOC, FR, and JSGSPP: Lecture by Guy Rocher (U Montréal) –
“Québec’s Language Wars: Then and Now”
Coffee House Controversies -- Cindy MacKenzie (ENGL) on
whether poetry has the power to heal
University closed
Faculty of Arts Community Week Event
Dean’s Executive Committee meeting (joint meeting with the
Budget Advisory Committee of the Faculty)
University Senate meets
Fall Convocation; installation of Dr Vianne Timmins as president
Coffee House Controversies
Bernie Thraves (GEOG) on population: does size matter?

NOVEMBER 2008
Thursday 6

7:30

Tuesday 11
Wednesday 19

2:30

Thursday 20

7:30

Chapters
Southland Mall
CK 191
Chapters
Southland Mall

Coffee House Controversies
Kevin Bond (RLST) on yuppie spirituality
University closed
Faculty Council meeting
Coffee House Controversies -- Brenda Anderson
(Luther/RLST) on Muslim-Christian feminist dialogue

DECEMBER 2008
by
Monday 1

Dean’s Office

Tuesday 2

Associate Dean
(Undergrad’s) Office

Thursday 4
Monday 8
by
Monday 15
Wednesday 18
Wednesday 18

Dean’s Office
2:30

NR 210.7

Applications for promotion or tenure, including complete packages
(7 copies) of materials and names/addresses of external referees,
are due in the Dean’s Office. See Appendix H of the Coll. Agreement.
The Associate Dean will review Winter semester courses (especially
those scheduled to be taught by sessionals) for low enrolments and
begin contacting Department and program heads as required.
Last day of classes for the Fall 2008 term
First day of final examinations for the Fall 2008 term
Annual Information forms, with complete supporting materials, are
due in the Dean’s Office from members with pre-tenure
appointments (exception: those people newly appointed in 2008).
See Appendix H of the Collective Agreement.
Dean’s Executive Committee meeting
Grades due for any courses without a scheduled final exam.
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Saturday 20
Thursday 25 -Wednesday 31

Final examinations end; last day of the Fall 2008 term
University closed

JANUARY 2009
Thursday 1
Monday 5
Wednesday 21

University closed
Classes begin in the January 2009 term
Faculty Council Meeting

2:30

FEBRUARY 2009
by
Monday 2

Dean’s Office

Wednesday 11
Monday 16
Tuesday 17 –
Friday 20

2:30

Wednesday 18

2:30

Wednesday 8
Thursday 9
Wednesday 15
Wednesday 28

2:30

Annual Information forms, with complete supporting materials, are
due in the Dean’s Office from all tenured members undergoing
performance review (exception: those seeking promotion – see 1
December deadline). See Appendix H of the Collective Agreement.
Dean’s Executive Committee meeting
University closed
Alternative Reading Week details to follow

MARCH 2009
Faculty Council meeting

APRIL 2009
Dean’s Executive Committee meeting
Classes end
Examinations begin
Examinations end

MAY 2009
Tuesday 5
Monday 18
Wednesday 20

Classes begin for the 2009 Spring/Summer Term
University closed
Faculty Council meeting

2:30

JUNE 2009
Wednesday 3 -Friday 5

Conexus Arts Centre

Spring Convocation

